The old man was peering intently at the shelves. I'll have to admit that he's a very competent scholar.
Isn't he just a librarian? Garion asked, somebody who looks after books?
That's where all the rest of scholarship starts, Garion. All the books in the world won't help you if they're just piled up
in a heap.
David Eddings, King of the Murgos (1989, pp. 89-90)
Peter Lyman and Hal Varian1 estimated that about 5 exabytes of new information2 [print, film, magnetic and
optical storage media] were created in 2002 and that this had about doubled in the [previous] three years (2003).
According to Lyman the purpose of the exercise was an attempt to “quantify people’s feelings of being
overwhelmed by information”, so it isn’t surprising, then, that he reframed literacy in terms of knowing what to
throw away (Joseph, 2013). This becomes even more pressing if, as David Culler3 continues, the last 50 years
were not actually the Information Age, merely laying in its plumbing. It is this transition from what was a
problem of quantity to what is now in itself and also a problem of quality that concerns us.
It is one thing to drown in information; it is another thing, I think, to drown in information that is toxic. Neil
Postman, in Bullshit and the Art of Crap-Detection, said that “the best things schools can do for kids is to help
them learn how to distinguish useful talk from bullshit (p. 1)…including their own (p. 3)”, and of the many
varieties he listed pomposity, fanaticism (including bigotry and Eichmannism), inanity (ignorance cloaked in
sincerity), superstition (ignorance cloaked in authority) and earthiness (the mirror image of pomposity). He said
this in 1969, with particular reference to the emerging mass media that gave “a voice and an audience to many
people whose opinions would otherwise not be solicited, and who, in fact, have little else but verbal excrement
to contribute to public issues” (p. 2). Now that seemingly everyone has the means to publish to the masses, and
seemingly does, it is not difficult to see how we get to mind-bogglingly large quantities of information and of
questionable quality. As the Demos report Truth, Lies and the Internet highlights, the Internet is awash with
“mistakes, half-truths, mistruths, propaganda, misinformation, disinformation and general nonsense”, and
without high levels of crap detection “[young people] are vulnerable to the pitfalls and rabbit holes of ignorance,
falsehoods, cons and scams” (Bartlett & Miller, 2011, p. 3). To this must be added the extent to which the
masters of our internetworked technologies employ those very same technologies against us for their monetary
gain. As Josh Klein puts it, when technologies that increasingly profile us online and offline in order to part us
with the maximum amount of cash that it is possible to part us with combine with “insidious new advertising
capabilities (such as combining the faces of your two best friends to make a face you'll trust, but not recognise –
and then using that face in an ad), [then] commerce becomes something sinister” (2014, p. 54).
If education has anything to do with enabling children to thrive as human beings, then I would argue that it is
not good enough that schools can teach crap detection – they must, and as a matter of urgency. I would argue
further that in this the librarian has an indispensable role to play because the librarian is, or at least ought to be,
fundamentally concerned with scholarship, or the “intellectual content of any culture…its totality of verified or
accepted body of knowledge and belief, which includes not only science but also attitudes, value systems, mores,
ethical and moral codes, superstitions, folklore, ‘revealed’ knowledge, religious dogma, and the human
understanding of the life of the spirit, or the ‘Good Life’” (Shera, 1972, p. 74).
We have adopted as our working definition of information literacy “mastery of the processes of becoming
informed” (Farmer & Henri, 2008), with informed being understood as "having sufficient and sufficiently
reliable information or knowledge to be able to understand a subject or situation and make appropriate
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judgements or decisions regarding it" (Encarta Dictionary, RIP). The reason why we have adopted this definition
is because it is primarily and fundamentally concerned with what it takes to think well. But, how to manage this
transition?
The Empire State Information Fluency Continuum: Building understanding and creating new knowledge through inquiry
(New York City Department of Education: Office of Library Services, 2010) – being a “framework for the
instructional aspects of a library program…based on [one of] three standards that form the basis for the skills
and strategies that are essential for students to become independent readers and learners”4 – is a particularly
helpful description of the systematic development of an inquiring mind from Kindergarten through Grade 12,
which is based on Barbara Stripling’s model of inquiry (Library of Congress, 2009). While there is much that I
do not yet fully understand about how this framework works in practice, and in the absence of something
comparable in England, we have taken it as our starting point. Appendix A lists the skills that enable each stage
in the enquiry process for the four exit years during a child’s education; i.e., those years that mark the transition
from one phase of education to another. While this level of detail may seem quite daunting, particularly if all 13
years are taken together, as a description of a developing state of mind we find this level of clarity quite
liberating.
Crucially, we have been working with Sequential Systems, developers of curriculum mapping software called
Mondrian Wall (and didbook, software that facilitates formal reflection on emerging Education Identity) to
integrate FOSIL with a dynamic map of our taught curriculum. The value of being able to map – and so plan –
the taught curriculum is immense, with greater curricular coherence allowing us to build meaningful
[cross]curricular connections resulting in true curricular synergy (Appendix B); the added value of then being
able to establish dynamic links from this map to an underlying framework of information literacy skills is that
immense again (Appendix C). A key collaborator in this pioneering work is Computer Science, and Appendix D
represents our first stab at an assessment tool for projects aimed at building understanding and creating new
knowledge through inquiry.
Embedding FOSIL into the curriculum is not without its challenges, foremost of which is the general lack of
conviction that inquiry is a powerful way to learn content; consequently, the ‘need’ to teach content, particularly
for GCSE and A-levels, tends to outweigh the ‘luxury’ of enabling students to master the processes of becoming
informed. Linked to this is the difficulty of thinking, planning and working collaboratively within and between
departments. The IB Diploma has always been a powerful counterargument to both, with its 4,000 word
research essay providing the means, particularly if done properly, to raise the level of student research to
something closely approximating what they will do at university, and its extended reflection on the nature of
knowledge and the state of knowing in different disciplines (Theory of Knowledge). A recent development of
great promise is an uncompromising commitment by the School to greater independence of learning, which, at
heart, is what FOSIL is all about. This transition to greater independence of learning in school, within a
framework that describes and supports it while at school, should lead to a seamless transition to university.
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Appendix A: FOSIL (Framework for Oakham School Information Literacy): New York City Department of Education Exit Years

Note: This table only shows exit years which mark the transition from one phase of schooling to the next (Kindergarten/Year 1, although marking a transition into formal
education, is obviously not an exit year). Grade 2/Year 3 is greyed out because our main points of entry are Year 7 (although we have a small number of students in Year 6), Year
9 and Year 12. Skills in bold are priority benchmark skills; i.e., skills that are subject to assessment by exit years (as there are priority benchmark skills in the years that have been
omitted, the number of priority benchmark skills in an exit year is greater than the number that appear in this table). Skills in red are skills that seem to me to be dependent on
ICT, although in practice many more of the skills would make use of ICT.

FOSIL is based on the Empire State Information Fluency Continuum (New York City Department of Education, 2010) and is licenced under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported licence.

Appendix B: Oakham School Mondrian Wall

Note: This is the extent to which the taught curriculum has been mapped for all subjects from Form Lower 1 (Year
6/Grade 5) to Form 7 (Year 13/Grade 12). Upper School (Form 6 and Form 7) presents an interesting challenge as we
offer the IB Diploma alongside A-levels. Coloured units of work are units that have an explicit link to at least one
underlying FOSIL skill. The Form 3 History unit on the French Revolution (see below), for example, has been linked to
the second priority benchmark skill in the Wonder phase of the inquiry process, which has been coloured orange. As a
unit may be linked to more than one skill in more than one phase, some thought needs to be given to which phase of
the inquiry process the unit focuses on. At a glance, therefore, it is possible to tell which units have explicit links to
skills, as well as which phase of the inquiry process they focus on, and hence which types of skills; pink, for example, has
been assigned to the investigation stage of the inquiry process, so it is clear that the majority of ‘FOSILised’ units are
focussed on skills that are largely concerned with information retrieval. Lines between units represent curricular links
between subjects. The strength of these links vary according to the degree of collaboration they represent. Various
mechanisms exists for interacting with the mapped curriculum, an example of which is the ability to search both the
content of units and the FOSIL skills that they have been linked to at the same time.

Appendix C: FOSIL: Form Lower 1 (Year 6/Grade 5) to Form 7 (Year 13/Grade 12)

Note: FOSIL may be expanded to include Kindergarten (Year1) through Grade 4 (Year 5). Skills in green are the priority
benchmark skills, and it is also possible to filter out the skills that ICT-dependent (or not). The ability to search at this
level is particularly useful for tracking the development of skills (see below).

Appendix D: FOSIL Assessment: Priority Benchmark Skills: Form Lower 1 to Form 3 (Draft 1)

Note: This assessment tool is being developed initially for use in Computer Science. I have adapted it below to show
what would it would look like for our exit years; i.e., Form 2 (marking the transition to Middle School), Form 5 (marking
the transition to Upper School) and Form 7 (marking the transition to University). I have changed the colours of the
phases in the inquiry process but this is not yet reflected in the Mondrian Wall. Inquiry projects will aim to draw on all
of the skills relevant to the Year but will only be assessed against the priority benchmark skills. Sample assessments,
developed by the New York City Department of Education School Library System, are available for each priority
benchmark skill.

